We look at an old conjecture of A. Tarski on cardinal arithmetic and show that if a counterexample exists, then there exists one of length ! 1 + !.
In the early days of set theory, Hausdor and Tarski established basic rules for exponentiation of cardinal numbers. In T Tarski showed that for every limit ordinal , Q @ = @ j j , and conjectured that 1 Y @ = @ j j holds for every ordinal and every increasing sequence f g such that lim = .
He remarked that 1 holds for every countable ordinal . Remarks. 1. The left hand side of 1 is less than or equal to the right hand side.
2. If has j j disjoint co nal subsets then the equality 1 holds. Thus the rst limit ordinal that can be the length of a counterexample to 1 is ! 1 + !:
Proof. Let fA i : i j jg be disjoint co nal subsets of :Then Q @ Q i j j Q 2A i @ Q i j j @ = @ j j :
It is not di cult to see that if one assumes the Singular Cardinals Hypothesis then 1 holds. With the hindsight given by results obtained in the last twenty y ears, it is also not di cult to nd a counterexample to Tarski's conjecture. For instance, using the model described in M , one can have an increasing sequence of cardinals of length = ! 1 + ! whose product does not satisfy 1. The purpose of this note is to show t h a t i f T arski's conjecture fails then it fails in this speci c way. Namely, if there is a counterexample then there is one of length ! 1 + !:
The main result of this paper is the following: Theorem. A n e cessary and su cient condition for Tarski's conjecture to fail is the existence of a singular cardinal @ of co nality @ 1 such that @ @ ! 1 @ 1 and @ @ 1 @ +! @ 0 .
If @ is a cardinal that satis es the condition then the sequence f@ g ! 1 f @ +n g n ! is a counterexample to 1: Y ! 1 @ Y n ! @ +n = @ ! 1 @ 1 @ +! @ 0 @ +! j! 1 +!j :
Such a cardinal exists in one of Magidor's models, e.g. when @ = @ ! 1 +! 1 is a strong limit, @ ! 1 +! 1 @ 1 = @ ! 1 +! 1 +!+2 and @ ! 1 +! 1 +! @ 0 = @ ! 1 +! 1 +!+1 . Also, if @ ! 1 is a strong limit singular cardinal of co nality @ 1 such t h a t @ 1 +2 @ 0 + then we h a ve a counterexample as +! @ 0 +2 @ 0 + by ShA2, Ch. XIII, 5.1 . The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof that the condition is necessary. Assume that Tarski's conjecture fails, and let be a limit ordinal for which there exists a sequence f g that give s a c o u n terexample: 2 Y @ @ ; where = j j and = l i m : Lemma 1. If 2 holds then cf , and there e x i s t s a n o r dinal such that @ @ . Proof. If 2 holds then does not have j j disjoint co nal subsets, and it follows that is not a cardinal, and that cf j j: Assuming that @ @ holds for all , w e p i c k a co nal sequence f i g i cf with limit , and then
contrary to 2.
Now consider the shortest counterexample to Tarski's conjecture.
Lemma 2. If is the least ordinal for which 2 holds then = + ! where is an uncountable cardinal. Proof. Without loss of generality, the sequence is continuous. We can replace each by the limit of the sequence at , for each limit ordinal : Let = j j: We claim that for every limit ordinal , @ @ . I f t h i s w ere not true then, because , there would be a limit ordinal such that and that @ j j @ Q @ , which w ould make the sequence f g a counterexample to
Tarski's conjecture as well, contrary to the minimality o f . Thus = + ! for some limit ordinal . It is clear that the sequence f@ : or g of length +! is also a counterexample, and by the minimality o f we h a ve = +!. Now consider the least ordinal such that @ @ . W e shall show t h a t cf = and so is a regular uncountable cardinal. We also establish other properties of @ . Lemma 3. If Tarski's conjecture fails, then there i s a c ardinal @ of uncountable co nality such that , and that for every , @ @ 3 @ @ +! @ 0 : 4 Proof. Let = +! be the least ordinal for which 2 holds, for some increasing continuous sequence f : g with limit , and let be the least ordinal such that @ @ .
First we observe that for every , @ @ . This is because if @ @ then @ @ @ , contradicting the minimality o f .
As a consequence, we h a ve cf : otherwise, we w ould have @ = P @ = @ @ , a contradiction. Also, if = l i m i!cf i , then @ = P i cf @ i Q i cf @ i Q i cf @ = @ cf and so we h a ve @ cf = @ :
Since @ @ , w e h a ve @ @ = @ cf @ cf , and so @ cf = @ ; and @ cf Q @ . Hence the sequence f@ : cf or g of length cf + ! is also a counterexample, and it follows that = cf . For every limit we h a ve @ @ ; and in particular @ @ : Since @ @ ,
@ +n = @ @ @ 0 = @ @ 0 ;
and because @ = @ Q @ , w e h a ve @ @ @ 0 . Since = l i m +n n!! + !, we h a ve @ @ +! @ 0 ; completing the proof.
The cardinal @ obtained in Lemma 3 satis es all the conditions stated in the Theorem except for the requirement that its co nality b e @ 1 . T h us the following lemma will complete the proof:
Lemma 4. Let @ be a singular cardinal of co nality @ 1 such that and that 5 for every , @ @ .
Assume further that for every , ! 1 , o f c o nality @ 1 , 6 if for every , @ @ 1 @ , then @ @ 1 @ +! @ 0 : Then @ @ +! @ 0 .
Lemma 4 implies that the least in Lemma 3 has co nality @ 1 , and the theorem follows.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Lemma 4. We use the second author's analysis of pcf. De nition. If A is a set of regular cardinals, let A = ff : domf = A and f for all 2 Ag:
If I is an ideal on A then A=I is a partially ordered set under f I g i f : f g g 2 I;
and similarly for lters on A: If D is an ultra lter on A, then A=D is a linearly ordered set, and cfA=D denotes its co nality. Let pcfA = fcfA=D : D an ultra lter on Ag:
It is clear that A pcfA; A 1 A 2 implies pcfA 1 pcfA 2 ; and pcfA 1 A 2 = pcfA 1 pcfA 2 ;
and it is not di cult to show using ultrapowers of ultrapowers that if jpcfAj minA then pcfpcfA = pcfA and pcfA has a greatest element. Theorem Shelah Sh345 . If 2 jAj minA then there exists a family fB : 2 pcfAg of subsets of A such that 7 for every ultra lter D on A, cfA=D = the least such that B 2 D.
For every 2 pcfA there exists a family ff : g A such that
8 implies f f mod J , where J is the ideal generated by fB : g, and the f 's are c o nal in B mod J . An immediate consequence of 7 is that jpcfAj 2 jAj . The sets B 2 pcfA are called generators for A. Note that max B = when 2 A, and that maxpcfB = for all .
We shall use some properties of generators.
Lemma 5 Sh345 . Let B be generators for A. F or every X A there exists a nite set F pcfX such that X S fB : 2 Fg. Proof. Let Y = pcfX, and assume that the lemma fails. Then fX , B : 2 Y g has the nite intersection property and so there is an ultra lter D on A such t h a t X 2 D and B = 2 D for all 2 Y . Let = cfA=D. Then 2 pcfX a n d b y 7, B 2 D. A contradiction.
For each X A, l e t sX a support of X denote a nite set F pcfX with the property that X S 2F B . The set pcfA has a set of generators that satisfy a transitivity condition: pcfB fpcfB : 2 pcfXg: Toward the proof of Lemma 4, let f i : i g be a continuous increasing sequence of limit ordinals of co nality , s u c h that lim i! i = , 2 @ 0 , and that for all i , 10 for all i , @ @ i . Lemma 8. There i s a c l o s e d unbounded s e t C such that for all n = 1 ; 2; : : : , 11 max pcff@ i +n : i 2 Cg @ +n :
Proof. We s h o w that for each n there exists a closed unbounded set C n such t h a t max pcff@ i +n : i 2 C n g @ +n . T o p r o ve this, let n 1 b e x e d a n d l e t A = f@ i +n : i g. L e t be the least element o f pcfA a b o ve @ +n if there is none there is nothing to prove. Let fB : 2 pcfAg be subsets of A that satisfy 7, and let fS : 2 pcfAg be the subsets of such t h a t B = f@ i +n : i 2 S g. It su ces to prove that the set S @ +1 S @ +n contains a closed unbounded set.
Thus assume that the set S = ,S @ +1 S @ +n is stationary. Let J be the ideal on A generated by fB : g. By Shelah's Theorem there exists a family ff : g in A such that implies f f mod J . Since all the sets B , @ , are bounded, we get a family fg : g of functions on S such that g i @ i +n for all i 2 S, and such that implies that g i g i for eventually all i 2 S. T h i s contradicts the results in GH by which, under the assumption 5, any family of almost disjoint functions in Q i2S @ i +n has size at most @ +n . Proof of Lemma 4. Let be a singular cardinal of co nality @ 1 that satis es 5 and 6. Let be a regular cardinal such that @ @ . W e shall prove that @ +! @ 0 . Let f i : i g be an increasing continuous sequence that satis es 10, and let C be a closed unbounded subset of given by Lemma 8. Let S = fi 2 C : cf i = @ 1 g: As @ 2 , S is a stationary subset of . Lemma 9. There exist regular cardinals i , i 2 S, such that for each i 2 S, @ i i @ i @ 1 , and an ultra lter D on S such that cf Q i2S i =D = .
Proof. Let I 0 be the nonstationary ideal on S. There are co nal subsets X of ! of size jXj = : For every such set X, l e t F X 2 Q i2C @ i be the function de ned by Fi = X ! i : Then when X 6 = Y , F X and F Y are eventually distinct.
For every i 2 S we h a ve @ i = @ i @ 1 by 10, and so there exist I 0 -distinct functions in Q i2S @ i @ 1 . f and g are I 0 -distinct if fi : fi = gig 2 I 0 . Consider the partial ordering f I 0 g de ned by fi : fi gig 2 I 0 ; since I 0 is -complete, I 0 is well-founded. Let g be a I 0 -minimal function with the property t h a t gi @ i @ 1 and that there are there are I 0 -distinct functions below g: Let I be the extension of I 0 generated by all the stationary subsets X of S that have the property that g is not minimal on I 0 X i.e. there is a function g 0 such that g 0 i g i almost everywhere on X and below g 0 there are I 0 -distinct functions. Claim. I is a normal -complete ideal on S.
Proof. Let X i , i , b e s e t s i n I, and let for each i , g i g on X i and hh i : i witness that X i 2 I. Then one constructs witnesses g and h h : i for X = fj 2 : j 2 S i j X i g by letting gj = g i j and h j = h i j where i is some i j such t h a t j 2 X i . For example, let us show t h a t h and h are I 0 -distinct if 6 = : Assume that h = h on a stationary subset S 1 of S. Then on a stationary subset S 2 of S 1 the i less than j 2 S 2 chosen such that j 2 X i is the same i; and we h a ve h i = h i on S 2 ; a contradiction. Let fh : g be a family of I 0 -distinct functions below g. Claim. For every h I g there is some 0 such that for all 0 , h I h .
Proof. If there are many 's such that h h on an I-positive set, then because 2 there is an I-positive s e t X such that h h on X for many , but this contradicts the de nition of I.
Using this Claim, one can construct a I -increasing -sequence a subsequence of fh : g of functions that is I -co nal in Q i2S gi. Let i = cfgi, for each i 2 S.
The product Q i2S i has a I -co nal I -increasing sequence of length , and since I is a normal ideal, we h a ve i @ i for I-almost all i. N o w i f D is any ultra lter extending the dual of I, D satis es cf Q i2S i =D = . Back to the proof of Lemma 4. For each i 2 S we h a ve a regular cardinal i such t h a t @ i i @ i @ 1 . By the assumption 6 we h a ve @ i @ 1 @ i +! @ 0 , a n d s o i @ i +! @ 0 .
We use the following result: Theorem Shelah ShA2 , Chapter XIII, 5.1. Let @ be such that @ @ 0 @ +! . Then for every regular cardinal such that @ @ +! @ 0 there is an ultra lter U on ! such that cf Q n2! @ +n =U = . We apply the theorem to each @ i , and obtain for each i 2 S an ultra lter U i on ! such that cf Q n2! @ i +n =U i = i . C o m bining the ultra lters U i with the ultra lter D on S from Lemma 9 we get an ultra lter U on the set A = f@ i +n : i 2 S; n = 1 ; 2; : : : g such that cfA=U = . Hence 2 pcfA.
We shall now complete the proof of Lemma 4 by s h o wing that max pcfA @ +! @ 0 .
We h a ve A = S 1 n=1 A n , where A n = f@ i +n : i 2 Sg;
and since 2 jAj = 2 minA, we apply the corollary of Lemma 7 and get max pcfA = m a x pcf 1 n=1 spcfA n ;
where for each n, spcfA n is a nite subset of pcfpcfA n = pcfA n . Let E = S 1 n=1 spcfA n . Since by Lemma 8 max pcfA n @ +n for each n, E is a countable subset of @ +! . Hence max pcfE @ +! @ 0 , a n d s o max pcfA = m a x pcfE @ +! @ 0 :
